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In Advanced Imaging in Coronary Artery Disease, the role
of several imaging techniques in diagnosing atherosclerosis,
assessment of myocardial ischemia, myocardial viability, and
heart failure are broadly discussed. The issues derived from
cardiac PET are presented in relation to the conventional
techniques, such as echocardiography, SPECT and MRI. In
addition, newer imaging techniques such as intracoronary
ultrasound, electron beam computed tomography, and
Raman spectroscopy are given wide attention. The effects of
drug treatment, such as anti-ischemic and lipid-lowering
drugs, are also evaluated. This book will assist clinical
cardiologists, nuclear medicine physicians, fellows in
cardiology and nuclear medicine, radiochemists, basic
research fellows, and technicians, in understanding the new
advances in clinical cardiac PET.
This issue of Neuroimaging Clinics of North America
focuses on Imaging of Brain Concussion, and is edited by
Drs. Roy Riascos and Eliana E. Bonfante-Mejia. Articles will
include: Traumatic Brain Injury: definition, neurosurgery,
trauma-orthopedics, neuroimaging, and psychologypsychiatry; Multimodality advanced imaging for brain
concussions; Perfusion weighted images in brain concussion;
PET and SPECT in brain concussion; Imaging of chronic
concussion; Imaging of concussion in young athletes;
Imaging on concussion in blast injury; Conventional CT and
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MR in brain concussion; Structural imaging: structural MRI
in concussion; Susceptibility weighted imaging and MR
spectroscopy in concussion; Functional imaging fMRI –
BOLD and resting state techniques in mTBI; Diffusion
Weighted and Diffusion Tensor Imaging in mTBI; and
more!
Spine Imaging uses a classic, case approach to provide multimodality imaging studies and management guidance of
spine pathologies for the consulting radiologist as well as the
neurologist, orthopedist, or emergency clinician diagnosing
and managing spinal patients. Eighty cases, featuring over
650 images, are organized into sections by pathologic
process and include a clinical description followed by
discussion on radiologic findings, clinical management, and
a summary of key points. An additional section on imaging
signs closes the volume. Cases address which image findings
are clinically significant and which are not, how to
understand the severity of an injury, and when additional
advanced imaging is needed, making Spine Imaging an
essential resource for managing these complex pathologies.
A practical, dynamic resource for practicing neurologists,
clinicians and trainees, Bradley and Daroff's Neurology in
Clinical Practice, Eighth Edition, offers a straightforward
style, evidence-based information, and robust interactive
content supplemented by treatment algorithms and images
to keep you up to date with all that’s current in this fastchanging field. This two-volume set is ideal for daily
reference, featuring a unique organization by presenting
symptom/sign and by specific disease entities—allowing you
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to access content in ways that mirror how you practice.
More than 150 expert contributors, led by Drs. Joseph
Jankovic, John C. Mazziotta, Scott L. Pomeroy, and Nancy
J. Newman, provide up-to-date guidance that equips you to
effectively diagnose and manage the full range of
neurological disorders. Covers all aspects of today’s
neurology in an easy-to-read, clinically relevant manner.
Allows for easy searches through an intuitive organization by
both symptom and grouping of diseases. Features new and
expanded content on movement disorders, genetic and
immunologic disorders, tropical neurology, neuroophthalmology and neuro-otology, palliative care, pediatric
neurology, and new and emerging therapies. Offers even
more detailed videos that depict how neurological disorders
manifest, including EEG and seizures, deep brain
stimulation for PD and tremor, sleep disorders, movement
disorders, ocular oscillations, EMG evaluation, cranial
neuropathies, and disorders of upper and lower motor
neurons, as well as other neurologic signs.
Basic to Advanced
Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Bone Marrow
Contrast-Enhanced Clinical Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Diagnostic Imaging: Spine - E-Book
New Technologies and Emerging Issues
Musculoskeletal Imaging
Because the liver is a common site of metastatic
spread, effective MR imaging of this organ is
critically important for patients with cancer as
well as those with chronic liver disease. In this
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issue of MRI Clinics, editors Khaled Elsayes
(MD Anderson Cancer Center) and Claude Sirlin
(UC San Diego Health’s Liver Imaging Group)
bring their considerable expertise to the topic of
MR Imaging of Chronic Liver Diseases and Liver
Cancer. Top experts in the field cover key topics
such as artificial intelligence, diffuse liver
disease, LI-RADS, and hepatocarcinogenesis.
Provides concise and comprehensive coverage of
the issues physicians face every day. Presents
the latest information on a timely, focused topic
under the leadership of experienced editors in
the field. Contains 14 relevant, practiceoriented topics including Chronic liver disease;
What the hepatologists, oncologists and
surgeons want to know from radiologists; CT
techniques, protocols, advancements and the
future; Errors and misinterpretations in
imaging of chronic liver diseases; and more.
Cervical stenosis (CS), or tightening of the
spinal canal, that causes long-term neurological
impairment including neck pain and motor
weakness, is termed cervical spondylotic
myelopathy (CSM). However, substantial
compression of the spinal cord does not
necessarily entail more severe symptomatology
and evaluations of clinical magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scans are only weakly associated
with patient symptom severity and have shown
limited value in predicting patient disease
progression or response to treatment. Thus, noninvasive imaging biomarkers that better reflect
patient symptoms are in great need. While the
spinal cord is the primary site of injury in CSM,
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the brain can also present with degenerative or
compensatory changes in relation to patient
symptoms. The purpose of this dissertation was
to evaluate, via advanced MRI scans, the
associations between structure, function, and
microstructure, of the spinal cord and brain,
with neurological symptoms and pain severity in
patients with CS. High-resolution structural,
resting-state functional, and diffusion MRI
scans of the brain and spinal cord were acquired
in 26 CS patients and 17 healthy control
subjects. Measures of brain and spinal cord
structure, functional connectivity, and
microstrucutre, were compared to the modified
Japanese Orthopedic (mJOA) and the Neck
Disability Index (NDI) scores. Similar to
previous findings, structural measures of the
spinal cord were not associated with symptom
severity. However, patients with CS presented
decreased brain structure with worsening
neurological symptoms in subregions of the
primary sensorimotor cortex, the superior
frontal gyrus, and precuneus, and in the
anterior cingulate and putamen in relation to
both neurological and pain symptoms. These
regions also demonstrated altered functional
connectivity, presenting mostly with increasing
connectivity with worsening symptoms.
Diffusion MRI revealed altered microstructure
consistent with degenerative changes in the
spinal cord, both at the site of injury and at
uncompressed sites, and further rostrally in the
corticospinal tracts in the brain. This crosssectional study brings the brain and spinal cord
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together using advanced MRI to paint a more
holistic picture of patients with CSM, and
provides a groundwork for future studies to
evaluate the brain and spinal cord
longitudinally and after surgery to help
determine optimal treatment strategies.
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) remains a
significant source of death and permanent
disability, contributing to nearly one-third of all
injury related deaths in the United States and
exacting a profound personal and economic toll.
Despite the increased resources that have
recently been brought to bear to improve our
understanding of TBI, the development of new
diagnostic and therapeutic approaches has been
disappointingly slow. Translational Research in
Traumatic Brain Injury attempts to integrate
expertise from across specialties to address
knowledge gaps in the field of TBI. Its chapters
cover a wide scope of TBI research in five broad
areas: Epidemiology Pathophysiology Diagnosis
Current treatment strategies and sequelae
Future therapies Specific topics discussed
include the societal impact of TBI in both the
civilian and military populations, neurobiology
and molecular mechanisms of axonal and
neuronal injury, biomarkers of traumatic brain
injury and their relationship to pathology,
neuroplasticity after TBI, neuroprotective and
neurorestorative therapy, advanced
neuroimaging of mild TBI, neurocognitive and
psychiatric symptoms following mild TBI, sportsrelated TBI, epilepsy and PTSD following TBI,
and more. The book integrates the perspectives
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of experts across disciplines to assist in the
translation of new ideas to clinical practice and
ultimately to improve the care of the brain
injured patient.
Mayo Clinic Cases in Neuroimmunology delivers
a case-based walk-through of demyelinating,
autoimmune, and other inflammatory
neurologic disorders and their mimics. The
authors present cases from their own extensive
experience with common and rare
neuroimmunologic disorders. This new addition
to the Mayo Clinic Scientific Press series is a
comprehensive volume on neuroimmunology
that will stimulate and inform those aiming for
clinical mastery.
A Short Textbook of Clinical Imaging
MDCT and MR Imaging of Acute Abdomen
The Utility of Brain Imaging to Advance Clinical
Decision Making for Trigeminal Neuralgia
Musculoskeletal Diseases 2021-2024
Bradley's Neurology in Clinical Practice E-Book
Imaging of Occupational and Environmental
Disorders of the Chest

In this book, leading international specialists in the field
join forces to discuss topics, issues and approaches
that are of key importance in the optimal treatment of
lumbar degenerative disk disease. The coverage is
wide ranging, from current understanding of
physiopathology and genetics and modern imaging
techniques through to the diverse minimally invasive,
non-fusion, and fusion surgical techniques. Detailed
attention is drawn to the most important aspects to be
considered when approaching the patient and making
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treatment decisions. The role of conservative
management is appraised, and surgical techniques and
their indications are carefully described. In the
concluding section, some of the top specialists from
across the world reflect on the lessons that they have
learned during lifetimes in spinal surgery. Advanced
Concepts in Lumbar Degenerative Disk Disease will be
an instructive and fascinating source of information for
all spine surgeons and other spine care providers.
This book provides an introduction to the role of
medical imaging in the diagnosis and management of
rheumatologic diseases. It reviews basic radiographic
findings of common and rare arthropathies while
offering a focused and practical discussion of advanced
imaging modalities such as CT, ultrasonography, and
MRI. The book begins with a discussion on soft tissue
changes, bone and bone density, articular surface
changes, and bone alignment. Following this is an
examination of the use of advanced imaging modalities
including CT, ultrasound, and MRI as well as different
disease categories such as inflammatory arthritis,
degenerative arthritis, infectious arthritis, and
crystalline arthropathy. Subsequent chapters include
exercises and case examples for imaging hands and
wrists, knees, hips, foot and ankle, shoulder, and the
spine. Diagnostic Radiology of Rheumatic Diseases is
an essential and practical resource for senior medical
students, residents, fellows, and physicians in
rheumatology, imaging and radiology, immunology,
and internal medicine.
Advanced Imaging of the Abdomen is invaluable to the
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practising radiologist, and the more senior radiology
resident and fellow, who is looking for a background
reference source when discussing a suggested imaging
approach with the referring physician. The book
includes extensive lists, tables, line drawings and
illustrations - ultrasonography, computed tomography,
magnetic resonance images, scintigraphy. It bridges
the interface between the referring clinician and
radiologist when faced with a patient suspected of
having a complex or more unusual abdominal
condition.
This issue of Neuroimaging Clinics of North America
focuses on Imaging of Salivary Glands, and is edited by
Dr. Ahmed Abdel Khalek Abdel Razek. Articles will
include: Cross sectional imaging techniques and normal
anatomy of the salivary glands; Imaging of benign
salivary gland tumors; Imaging of cancer salivary
glands; Imaging of Sjögren's syndrome and
immunoglobulin g4-related disorder of salivary glands;
Imaging of post treatment of salivary glands; Imaging
of pediatric salivary glands; Imaging of submandibular
and sublingual salivary glands; Scintigraphy and PET of
salivary glands; Imaging of inflammatory disorders of
salivary glands; Routine and advanced ultrasound of
salivary glands; and more!
Diagnostic Imaging
The Core Requisites
Two Techniques for One Vision
A Case-Based Guide to Imaging and Management
Cadaver Studies
MRI of the Spine
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In recent decades imaging has proved one of the
most rapidly expanding areas of medicine. The
present day trainees entering radiology are no longer
trained by radiologists who cover and are well
informed on most aspects of their specialty as was
the case with previous generations. Instead they
encounter a confusing array of subspecialists divided
both by systems and by techniques. The system
specialists include neuroradiologists. vascular
radiologists. gastrointestinal radiologists. chest
radiologists. and skeletal radiologists. Technique
specialists include experts in nuclear medicine.
ultrasound. computed tomography and magnetic
resonance. and there are subspecialists in both
groups. not to mention others like pediatric
radiologists who fit into neither classification. It is our
experience that this plethora of experts each with his
own individual approach is bewildering and
intimidating to the novice radiologist. The numerous
monographs on individual subjects and tech niques
and the large textbooks so valuable to the more
advanced radiologist are also confusing and unhelp
ful to the new recruit. It was for these reasons that
we decided to embark on this new Short Textbook.
The aim was to produce a concise and integrated
volume which could provide the beginner with a
balanced and realistic view of the true place of
different imaging techniques in current practice.
Details of technique are generally excluded; most
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will be inevitably absorbed with increasing practical
experience. The emphasis throughout is on clinical
usage. and the relative and often changing
importance of different methods in specific clinical
contexts.
This open access book focuses on imaging of the
musculoskeletal diseases. Over the last few years,
there have been considerable advances in this area,
driven by clinical as well as technological
developments. The authors are all internationally
renowned experts in their field. They are also
excellent teachers, and provide didactically
outstanding chapters. The book is disease-oriented
and covers all relevant imaging modalities, with
particular emphasis on magnetic resonance imaging.
Important aspects of pediatric imaging are also
included. IDKD books are completely re-written
every four years. As a result, they offer a
comprehensive review of the state of the art in
imaging. The book is clearly structured with learning
objectives, abstracts, subheadings, tables and takehome points, supported by design elements to help
readers easily navigate through the text. As an IDKD
book, it is particularly valuable for general
radiologists, radiology residents, and interventional
radiologists who want to update their diagnostic
knowledge, and for clinicians interested in imaging
as it relates to their specialty. .
In Contrast-Enhanced Clinical Magnetic Resonance
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Imaging, Val M. Runge and other leading experts
present an overview of the basic principles regarding
MR contrast media, a review of clinical applications
in the head, spine, and body, and a look at future
developments. Their focus is on clinical applications,
with extensive illustrations to demonstrate the use of
MR in each anatomic area and to aid in film
interpretation.
This book covers the imaging of thoracic structures
with a focus on evaluation of the lungs. Pulmonary
conditions are the most common global cause of
mortality and morbidity, with lung cancer and
tuberculosis being prevalent diseases in the
developed and developing world, respectively. In the
last few years there have been rapid changes in the
imaging interpretation of lung diseases, particularly
imaging of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. However,
updated literature is not available yet. Filling this
gap, the book provides radiologists with up-to-date,
handy information on reading chest scans. This book
uses standard terms and lexicons to describe the
imaging findings. It consists of 14 chapters, and
includes more than 1200 illustrations covering both
commonly and rarely encountered conditions. The
first chapter discusses imaging patterns and signs in
thoracic imaging, while the chapter on interstitial lung
diseases describes the hallmarks that are useful in
the diagnostic pathway of these diseases. This
chapter also incorporates the latest diagnostic
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categories of UIP based on CT patterns, and
provides pictorial examples. Written by experts in the
field, the book highlights imaging features and
relevant clinical findings that may help in reaching
diagnosis, and wherever possible, it presents the
imaging features in tables for ease of memorizing.
Mayo Clinic Cases in Neuroimmunology
Feline Diagnostic Imaging
MR Imaging of Chronic Liver Diseases and Liver
Cancer, An Issue of Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Clinics of North America, E-Book
Advanced Imaging of the Abdomen
Diagnostic Radiology of the Rheumatic Diseases
Imaging of Salivary Glands, An Issue of
Neuroimaging Clinics of North America, E-Book
Using numerous high-quality illustrations, this volume
assesses strengths and limitations of techniques for the
imaging of pancreatitis. Ultrasound, computed tomography,
magnetic resonance imaging and interventional imaging are
considered separately in the settings of acute and chronic
pancreatitis, with an additional section on imaging of
complications. The significance of the imaging findings for
clinical and therapeutic decision making is clearly explained,
and protocols are provided to help obtain the best possible
images.
This superbly illustrated book describes a comprehensive
and modern approach to the imaging of abdominal and
pelvic emergencies of traumatic and non-traumatic origin.
The aim is to equip the reader with a full understanding of
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the roles of advanced cross-sectional imaging modalities,
including dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). To this end, recent
literature on the subject is reviewed, and current
controversies in acute abdominal and pelvic imaging are
discussed. Potential imaging and related pitfalls are
highlighted and up-to-date information provided on
differential diagnosis. The first two chapters explain an
evidence-based approach to the evaluation of patients and
present dose reduction strategies for multidetector CT
imaging (MDCT). The remaining chapters describe specific
applications of MDCT, DECT, and MRI for the imaging of
both common and less common acute abdominal and pelvic
conditions, including disorders in the pediatric population
and pregnant patients. The book will be of value to
emergency and abdominal radiologists, general radiologists,
emergency department physicians and related personnel,
general and trauma surgeons, and trainees in all these
specialties.
This issue of MRI Clinics of North America focuses on MR
Imaging of the Pancreas, and is edited by Drs. Kumar
Sandrasegaran and Dushyant V. Sahani. Articles will
include: Advanced MRI Techniques for Pancreas Imaging;
PET/MRI for Pancreatic Diseases; The Role of MRI in
Pancreas Cancer; Genetics of Pancreatic Neoplasms and
Role of Screening; Cystic Pancreatic Tumors; Rare
Pancreatic Tumors; Autoimmune Pancreatitis; Routine MRI
for Pancreas; Neuroendocrine Tumors; Acute Pancreatitis:
How Can MRI Help; Chronic Pancreatitis: What the
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Clinician Wants to Know from MRI; and more!
Utilizing plentiful radiological images to illustrate each
topic, this text is a comprehensive and descriptive review of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) interpretation for the
spine, emphasizing standardized nomenclature and grading
schemes. The book begins with current MR imaging
protocols, including indication, sequencing and advanced
imaging techniques, and a review of the relevant anatomy
of the spine and its anomalies. Subsequent chapters
encompass topics of trauma, degenerative disease, infection,
inflammatory disease, as well as neoplastic and metabolic
disease. Spinal cord and dural lesions will also be presented,
with additional chapters dedicated to MRI evaluation of the
post-operative patient. The format is reader-friendly,
utilizing an efficient presentation of the essential principles
and important findings on MR images of the spine, with a
wealth of high-quality figures, graphics and tables for
differential diagnosis as well as tips and tricks from experts
in the field. Presenting the most up-to-date protocols and
suggested interpretations, MRI of the Spine will be a solid
reference for orthopedic surgeons, sports medicine
specialists, neurosurgeons, radiologists and all clinicians and
support staff caring for the spine.
Imaging of Brain Concussion, An Issue of Neuroimaging
Clinics of North America, E-Book
Imaging of the Pancreas
Ultrasound Imaging in Acute and Chronic Kidney Disease
Thoracic Imaging
Advanced Neuroradiology Cases
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Advanced PET, SPECT, MR and Optical Imaging in
Clinical and Pre-Clinical Research of Neuropsychiatric
Disorders
This volume presents the technical and cultural state of the
art of two of the riskiest, most complex and operatordependent digestive operative techniques: endoscopic
retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) and
endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS). The authors compare
old and new techniques, shedding light on the most recent
and innovative scientific findings, including those in the
field of anatomic pathology and molecular biology
considered relevant for the analysis of tissue samples
collected during EUS. In view of the technical difficulties
specific to these techniques, the book also offers access to
online-videos and numerous images, making it a valuable
resource both for physicians approaching these techniques
for the first time as well as for those already using them.
Organized into 7 sections, it describes in detail all
techniques related to ERCP/EUS, together with any
specific technical equipment required. It also presents a
new paradigm based on the latest results in the areas of
prevention, diagnosis and management of the most
common complications. Clinical outcomes presented in
international literature, as well as algorithms – both based
on scientific evidence and expert findings – are illustrated
and compared to alternative treatments.
This book offers a comprehensive resource for imaging the
feline patient, with an emphasis on the unique
considerations of imaging cats. It focuses on radiology and
ultrasound, with some coverage of advanced imaging such
as computed tomography and magnetic resonance
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imaging. Incorporating more than 1750 high-quality
images, it is an invaluable reference for any veterinary
practitioner with a significant feline caseload. Feline
Diagnostic Imaging begins with information on the
radiographic evaluation of the thorax, abdomen, and
musculoskeletal structures, including normal anatomy and
pathology, followed by a review of common
echocardiographic and abdominal ultrasound findings and
abnormalities. Advanced imaging of the skull using
computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging
cases of brain and spinal disease are also included. The
book: Provides imaging information specifically tailored to
the particular needs of cats Emphasizes the modalities
most commonly used in general practice, with some
discussion of advanced imaging Gives a complete overview
of diagnostic imaging for the feline patients Includes tips
and tricks for the unique considerations of working with
cats Presents essential information for any practitioner
treating feline patients Offering a feline focus not found in
other imaging books, Feline Diagnostic Imaging is an
essential purchase for veterinarians wishing to improve
their diagnostic imaging skills in cats. It’s also an excellent
guide for veterinary radiologists, and veterinary students
and residents.
On account of its unrivalled imaging capabilities and
sensitivity, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is
considered the modality of choice for the investigation of
physiologic and pathologic processes affecting the bone
marrow. This book describes the MRI appearances of both
the normal bone marrow, including variants, and the full
range of bone marrow disorders. Detailed discussion is
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devoted to malignancies, including multiple myeloma,
lymphoma, chronic myeloproliferative disorders,
leukemia, and bone metastases. Among the other
conditions covered are benign and malignant compression
fractures, osteonecrosis, hemolytic anemia, Gaucher’s
disease, bone marrow edema syndrome, trauma, and
infective and non-infective inflammatory disease. Further
chapters address the role of MRI in assessing treatment
response, the use of contrast media, and advanced MRI
techniques. Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Bone
Marrow represents an ideal reference for both novice and
experienced practitioners.
Imaging of Traumatic Brain Injury is a radiological
reference that covers all aspects of neurotrauma imaging
and provides a clinical overview of traumatic brain injury
(TBI). It describes the imaging features of acute head
trauma, the pathophysiology of TBI, and the application of
advanced imaging technology to brain-injured patients.
Key Features: Covers acute as well as chronic traumatic
brain injury Written in an easily accessible format, with
pearls and summary boxes at the end of each chapter
Includes state-of-the-art imaging techniques, including the
multiplanar format, the utility of multiplanar reformats,
perfusion imaging, susceptibility weighted imaging, and
advanced MRI techniques Contains over 250 high-quality
images This book will serve as a practical reference for
practicing radiologists as well as radiology residents and
fellows, neurosurgeons, trauma surgeons, and emergency
physicians.
Musculoskeletal Imaging,The Requisites (Expert ConsultOnline and Print),4
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Advanced Concepts in Lumbar Degenerative Disk Disease
Translational Research in Traumatic Brain Injury
A Guide for Orthopedic Surgeons
Imaging of Diseases of the Chest E-Book
Challenge Your Knowledge

Abdominal Imaging, a title in the Expert Radiology
Series, edited by Drs. Dushyant Sahani and Anthony
Samir, is a comprehensive reference that encompasses
both GI and GU radiology. It provides richly illustrated,
advanced guidance to help you overcome the full range
of diagnostic, therapeutic, and interventional challenges
in abdominal imaging and combines an image-rich, easyto-use format with the greater depth that experienced
practitioners need. Select the best imaging approaches
and effectively interpret your findings by comparing
them to thousands of images that represent every
modality and every type of abdominal imaging. Find
detailed, expert guidance on all diagnostic, therapeutic,
and interventional aspects of abdominal imaging in one
authoritative source, including challenging topics such as
Oncologic Assessment of Tumor Response and How to
Scan a Difficult Patient. Efficiently locate the
information you need with a highly templated, wellorganized, at-a-glance organization.
Featuring atypical cases and focusing on advanced
imaging techniques, this book presents a compilation of
unusual CNS pathologies with characteristic imaging
findings. The aim is to aid the speedy diagnosis of
otherwise rarely encountered clinical conditions and
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improve patient care. Presented as more than 130 real
cases with extensive imaging description and step-by-step
guidelines on how to diagnose individual pathologies,
each scenario is backed by the most up-to-date literature
available. The cases include some of the most recently
described clinical conditions. The case-based format and
description of each clinical journey encourages readers
to engage with the diagnostic process and facilitates selfstudy. This book is for any radiologist who practices
neuroradiology, neuroradiology fellows, neuroimaging
fellows, practicing neurologist and neurology residents.
This issue of MRI Clinics of North America focuses on
Advanced MR Techniques for Imaging the Abdomen and
Pelvis and is edited by Dr. Sudhakar Venkatesh. Articles
will include: Advances in MR Elastography in Liver;
Biliary Tract Imaging; Imaging of the Pancreas;
PET/MRI Applications in Abdomen and Pelvis;
Abbreviated MR Protocols for the Abdomen and Pelvis;
Advances in MR Angiography of Abdomen and Pelvis;
Advances in MRI of Prostate; Advances in MRI of the
Female Pelvis; Advanced MR Techniques for Imaging
the Abdomen and Pelvis; Texture Analysis and AI with
MR in Abdomen and Pelvis; Advances in MRI of the
Kidneys and Upper Urinary Tract, and more!
This book contains anatomical and technical
information on aspects of endoscopy of the lumbar
subarachnoid space, which was named thecaloscopy. For
a surgeon it is important to equip all the knowledge and
technological advantages for making diagnosis and
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treatment of patients. Minimally invasive spinal surgery
has been well developed in the last few decades. This
book suggests the use of flexible endoscopes to approach
the content of the thecal sac in order to scrutinise and
cure pathological conditions that originate from this
anatomical region and cannot be diagnosed by other
means.
Expert Radiology Series
Postoperative Imaging of Sports Injuries
Imaging of Traumatic Brain Injury
Muscle Injuries in Sports
Spine Imaging
Pitfalls in Musculoskeletal Radiology
Accounting for the majority of sports-related disorders,
injuries of the skeletal muscles have been difficult to
define, classify, and treat because of their heterogeneity
and frequency of hard-to-assess borderline cases. Now,
for the first time, readers will find full coverage of muscle
anatomy, physiology, diagnosis, imaging, treatment,
rehabilitation, and prevention in one comprehensive
volume, including a new terminology and classification
system based on the groundbreaking 2011 Munich
consensus conference of international sports medicine
experts. Special Features: Written by top international
sports medicine physicians who have more than 35 years
of experience treating competitive athletes, including the
German national soccer team Gathers all the literature on
sports-related muscle injuries in one complete, timesaving text that sets a new standard in the field
Emphasizes practice-oriented content with a strong
scientific foundation and basic principles along with
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state-of-the-art diagnostic and treatment methods
Describes a uniform terminology and classification
methodology that differentiates between functional
muscle disorders and structural injuries, with key
indications based on type of injury and duration of
therapy Shares dozens of case studies that point out
pitfalls, complications, and high-risk situations Provides
more than 500 vivid, full-color illustrations and
photographs, including detailed anatomic diagrams and
tables At a time when sports-related muscle injuries have
increasingly become the focus of research and clinical
studies, especially due to their impact on player absence
and injury recurrence, this book makes an enormous
contribution to the field. It is essential reading for all
sports medicine physicians, residents and fellows,
physical therapists, coaches, and other practitioners
involved in caring for athletes.
This book describes and illustrates the normal and
abnormal postoperative appearances that may be
observed following common orthopaedic surgical
procedures in patients with sports injuries. The majority
of sports injuries comprise ligamentous, cartilage, and
tendon injuries at and about the joints. While surgical
repair techniques for such injuries have advanced
immeasurably over recent years, it is essential that any
postoperative abnormalities are recognized promptly.
Therefore a key aim of Postoperative Imaging of Sports
Injuries is to explain which imaging appearances are to
be expected and which are not. The book is primarily
organized according to the involved joints and covers
procedures for shoulder, elbow, hand and wrist, hip,
knee, and foot and ankle injuries. An additional chapter
addresses articular cartilage repair techniques and their
normal and abnormal imaging appearances. The authors
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are leading radiologists from Europe and North America
who draw on their extensive experience. The book is
copiously illustrated and readers will also have online
access to ultrasound video clips.
Ultrasound imaging techniques are an indispensable
complement to physical examination, which is often
frustrating, if not useless, for diagnosing kidney
problems. The application of ultrasound techniques in
clinical routine helps clinicians to rule out, at first glance,
some serious pathological conditions and to concentrate
on the accurate diagnosis of the patient. Moreover,
sonography can extend the spectrum of diagnostic
criteria in acute kidney diseases. It makes it possible to
determine morphological parameters without potentially
toxic contrast media while exploring functional aspects
with contrast enhanced or Doppler ultrasound
techniques. This publication meets a growing demand for
current information among physicians and nurses in the
field. With a focus on the daily practice of diagnosing
kidney disease, it is an important resource for both
beginner and advanced users of ultrasound imaging
techniques.
Offers a comprehensive approach to modern imaging of
environmental and occupational diseases of the chest
Pays particular attention to the role of computed
tomography in the detection of early subclinical
abnormalities Considers new groups of workers at risk of
exposure to agents that may cause pneumoconiosis
Written by internationally acclaimed experts
Abdominal Imaging E-Book
Thecaloscopy
Structural, Microstructural, and Functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging Measures of the Brain and Spinal
Cord are Associated with Neurological Symptoms and
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Chronic Pain in Patients with Cervical Stenosis
Advanced Imaging in Coronary Artery Disease
Acute and Chronic Pancreatitis
Endotherapy in Biliopancreatic Diseases: ERCP Meets
EUS

Covering the entire spectrum of this fast-changing field,
Diagnostic Imaging: Spine, fourth edition, is an invaluable
resource for general radiologists, neuroradiologists, and
trainees—anyone who requires an easily accessible, highly
visual reference on today’s spinal imaging. Drs. Jeffrey
Ross, Kevin Moore, and their team of highly regarded
experts provide updated information on disease
identification and imaging techniques to help you make
informed decisions at the point of care. The text is
lavishly illustrated, delineated, and referenced, making it a
useful learning tool as well as a handy reference for daily
practice. Serves as a one-stop resource for key concepts
and information on radiologic imaging and interpretation
of spine, spinal cord, and bony vertebral conditions
Features more than 2,600 full-color illustrations, including
radiologic, pathologic, and clinical images Contains new
chapters on recent surgery protocols such as spine
instability neoplastic scoring (SINS) and epidural spinal
cord compression scale (ESSC) Features updates from
cover to cover including revisions in accordance with new
information on inflammatory and autoimmune disorders
and systemic manifestations of diseases Provides
expanded imaging details for metastatic diseases to
accommodate recent significant changes, including new
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categories of oncologic surgery driven by the use of
proton beam radiotherapy, PET MR as a diagnostic
modality, and new FDA-approved hardware Includes new
information on areas of demyelinating diseases related to
better understanding of MS, neuromyelitis optica
spectrum disorder, and anti-MOG disorders; a variety of
spinal CSF leak pathologies that cause intracranial
hypotension; genetic and disease information on
schwannomatosis; and much more Uses bulleted, succinct
text and highly templated chapters for quick
comprehension of essential information at the point of
care
Pediatric Imaging: Case Review is a quick review of
common or rare but classic pediatric cases that tests your
knowledge of pediatric imaging. Featuring updated
pediatric body and pediatric neuro-imaging cases from
fetus to young adolescents, this case review book includes
over 300 images and 600 all-new multiple-choice
questions, providing residents and radiologists with a
current review of key pediatric imaging information.
Images and descriptions address most common/classic, as
well as several rare but critical entities of pediatric
radiology in a single source. Distinguish between
common and rare diagnoses with case studies organized
into ''Opening Round,'' ''Fair Game,'' and ''Challenge''
sections that present varying levels of difficulty and
occurrences. Features completely updated cases
throughout -- including new cases on congenital heart
disease -- and over 300 new images. Expanded cases
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include advanced and state-of-the art imaging modalities
(i.e.fetal MRI and CTA/MRA of the heart). Provides
expanded coverage of radiation dose reduction, in
addition to new patient management, physics, quality and
safety, and non-interpretive skills content. 600 all-new
multiple-choice questions are designed to mimic the
format of core board and certification exams. Incorporates
up-to-date disease classification systems (e.g. ISSVA
2014 of vascular anomalies).
Musculoskeletal Imaging: The Requisites, 4th Edition
delivers the conceptual, factual, and interpretive
information you need for effective clinical practice in
musculoskeletal imaging, as well as for certification and
recertification review. Master core knowledge the easy
and affordable way with clear, concise text enhanced by ata-glance illustrations, boxes, and tables - all completely
rewritten to bring you up to date. Find key information
easily with numerous outlines, tables, "pearls," and boxed
material for easy reading and reference. Access the fully
searchable text and downloadable images online at
www.expertconsult.com. Get the best results from today's
most technologically advanced approaches, including new
uses of MR and ultrasound for early diagnosis and
monitoring of inflammatory arthritis. Prepare for the
written board exam and for clinical practice with critical
information on femoroacetabular impingement,
arthrography, hip replacement, cartilage tumors, bone
marrow imaging (including focal and diffuse
replacement), and sports medicine (including athletic
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pubalgia/sports hernia). Stay up to date on soft tissue
tumors with significantly expanded content, illustrated
tumor-specific findings, and new AJCC staging and
diagnostic information. Clearly visualize the findings
you're likely to see in practice and on exams with 300 new
MRI, CT, ultrasound, and x-ray images throughout.
This superbly illustrated book offers comprehensive and
systematic coverage of the pitfalls that may arise during
musculoskeletal imaging, whether as a consequence of the
imaging technique itself or due to anatomical variants or
particular aspects of disease. The first section is devoted
to technique-specific artifacts encountered when using
different imaging modalities and covers the entire range of
advanced methods, including high-resolution
ultrasonography, computed tomography, magnetic
resonance imaging and positron emission tomography.
Advice is provided on correct imaging technique. In the
second section, pitfalls in imaging interpretation that may
occur during the imaging of trauma to various structures
and of the diseases affecting these structures are
described. Misleading imaging appearances in such
pathologies as inflammatory arthritides, infections,
metabolic bone lesions, congenital skeletal dysplasis,
tumors and tumor-like conditions are highlighted, and
normal variants are also identified. Pitfalls in
Musculoskeletal Radiology will be an invaluable source
of information for the practicing radiologist, facilitating
recognition of pitfalls of all types and avoidance of
diagnostic errors and misinterpretations, with their
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medicolegal implications.
Advanced MR Techniques for Imaging the Abdomen and
Pelvis, An Issue of Magnetic Resonance Imaging Clinics
of North America, E-Book
Pediatric Imaging: Case Review E-Book
MR Imaging of the Pancreas, An Issue of Magnetic
Resonance Imaging Clinics of North America E-Book
PET, SPECT, MRI, IVUS, EBCT
Interpreting Musculoskeletal Radiographs, Ultrasound,
and MRI

Taking a high-yield, "just the essentials" approach,
Abdominal Imaging: The Core Requisites helps you
establish a foundational understanding of both
gastrointestinal and genitourinary imaging during
rotations, prepare for the core and certifying exams, and
refresh your knowledge of key concepts. This new title
solves the "information overload" problem often faced by
trainee and practicing radiologists by emphasizing the
essential knowledge you need in an easy-to-ready hybrid
format of traditional text and bullet points. Emphasizes a
"just the essentials" approach to foundational abdominal
imaging content presented in an easy-to-read, quick
reference format, with templated content that includes
numerous outlines, tables, pearls, boxed material, and
bulleted text for easy reading and efficient recall. Helps
you build and solidify core knowledge to prepare you for
clinical practice with critical, up-to-date information on
GI/GU topics, including relevant anatomy, lesion
characterization, tumor staging, indication-based
protocols and techniques, and more. Prioritizes highyield topics and explains key information to help you
efficiently and effectively prepare for board exams.
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Contains problem-based and disease-focused chapters
such as right upper quadrant pain, chronic liver disease,
colorectal cancer and screening, postoperative imaging,
and abdominal/pelvic trauma. Includes reporting tips and
recommendations with sample structured reports.
Features more than 500 high-quality images spanning a
variety of critical abdominal and pelvic disease
processes, including discussions of advanced imaging
techniques such as multiparametric MRI, dual energy CT,
and elastography. Published as part of the newly
reimagined Core Requisites series, an update to the
popular Requisites series for today’s busy clinician.
This is the ideal resource for all those requiring an
authoritative and up-to-date review of imaging
appearances of diseases of the lung, pleura and
mediastinum. Chest radiography and CT are integrated
with other imaging techniques, including MRI and PET,
where appropriate. The clinical and pathologic features
of different diseases are provided in varying degrees of
detail with more in depth coverage given to rarer and less
well understood conditions. A single volume,
comprehensive reference text on chest
radiology.Provides in a single resource all of the
information a generalist in diagnostic radiology needs to
know. Concisely and clearly written by a team of 4
internationally recognized authors.Avoids the
inconsistency, repetition, and unevenness of coverage
that is inherent in multi-contributed books. Multimodality
coverage integrated throughout every chapter.All of the
applicable imaging modalities are covered in a clinically
relevant, diagnostically helpful way. Approximately 3,000
high quality, good-sized images.Provides a complete
visual guide that the practitioner can refer to for help in
interpretation and diagnosis. Covers both common and
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uncommon disorders.Provides the user with a single
comprehensive resource, no need to consult alternative
resources. Access the full text online and download
images via Expert Consult Access the latest version of
the Fleischner Society's glossary of terms for thoracic
imaging. Outlines, summary boxes, key points used
throughout.Makes content more accessible by
highlighting essential information. Brand new color
images to illustrate Functional imaging techniques.Many
of the new imaging techniques can provide functional as
well as anatomic information. Introduction of a second
color throughout in summary boxes in order to better
highlight key information. There’s a wealth of key
information in the summary boxes—will be highlighted
more from the narrative text and will therefore be easier
to access. Practical tips on identifying anatomic variants
and artefacts in order to avoid diagnostic pitfalls.Many
misdiagnoses are the result of basic errors in correlating
the anatomic changes seen with imaging to their
underlying pathologic processes. Latest techniques in
CT, MRI and PET as they relate to thoracic diseases. The
pace of development in imaging modalities and new
applications/refined techniques in existing modalities
continues to drive radiology forward as a specialty.
Emphasis on cost-effective image/modality
selection.Addresses the hugely important issue of costcontainment by emphasizing which imaging modality is
helpful and which is not in any given clinical diagnosis.
COPD and Diffuse Lung Disease, Small Airway disease
chapters extensively up-dated. Access the full text online
and download images via Expert Consult Access the
latest version of the Fleischner Society's glossary of
terms for thoracic imaging.
Trigeminal neuralgia (TN) is a devastating chronic pain
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disorder, characterized by extremely severe, recurrent,
lancinating attacks of unilateral facial pain. While the
diagnosis and treatment of TN primarily focuses on
neurovascular compression of the trigeminal nerve at the
root entry zone, other etiological factors and therapeutic
strategies exist. Understanding the different subtypes of
TN and who best responds to treatment is an important,
unmet challenge in the field. Advances in brain imaging
techniques, in particular diffusion tensor imaging (DTI),
have offered a non-invasive, in vivo avenue to study TN
and its pathophysiology. Importantly, these techniques
may serve as an objective, clinically translatable tool to
guide treatment decision making in the clinic. Therefore,
the overall goal of this thesis is to demonstrate the utility
of brain imaging to advance clinical decision making for
TN patients. In Study 1, I determine whether early, posttreatment DTI metrics at the radiosurgical target can
predict long-term clinical response in TN patients. In
Study 2, I define a new subtype of treatment-refractory
TN and investigate its clinical and neuroimaging features.
Lastly, in Study 3, I examine the relationship between
brainstem trigeminal fiber microstructure and treatment
response across different subtypes of TN. I found that 1)
early, post-treatment target DTI metrics can predict longterm clinical response in TN patients treated with
radiosurgery, 2) a new, unique subtype of TN can be
defined for patients who present with a single pontine
lesion and are refractory to surgical management, and 3)
abnormalities in the brainstem trigeminal fiber
microstructure is a key characteristic of treatment nonresponse across a large cohort of TN subtypes. In
conclusion, this thesis demonstrates the significance of
advanced brain imaging in the clinical setting to optimize
treatment decision making and elucidates the
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mechanisms that underlie treatment response in the TN
population.
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